
A five-point plan for a
successful fight
We need to:

1. Call a programme of escalating action. 
This could include:
• a two-day strike in September, perhaps
around 16 September, when “contactless”
payment is launched on the Tube.
• further strikes in October, co-ordinated
around the mass public sector workers’ strike
on 14 October.

This would be immediate enough to obstruct
LU from implementing its plans but still allow
time to build effective strikes.

2. Organise and communicate
We need more leaflets and visits to workplaces.
There has been more of this in recent weeks,
but too many of us still feel out of the loop
about what’s happened in talks, so unions
need to ramp it up more. 

Unions’ talks with management should be
demystified and opened up to members. They
affect our futures, and we have a right to know
what’s going on. Even if the only report is ‘no
progress’, we still need to hear it. 

The RMT strike committee needs to be re-
launched to represent workers from all areas
and grades; to become an organising, not just
talking, body. We need regular meetings where
members of all unions on the Tube can come
together. 

3. Fund the fight
It’ll take more than the odd day’s strike to
budge LU. Unions should use funds to support
us to take the action that will win, not just the
action we can afford. 

4. Build the public campaign
LU is currently consulting (i.e., feeding its lies)
about more “visible” staff to the London
Assembly and London Travelwatch; our
unions need to intervene with the truth about
frontline staff cuts.

If Londoners mobilise to save their ticket
offices and public transport, we can stop these
plans. We need to generate an outcry in time
for next year’s General Election. The public
campaign, Hands Off London Transport, can
be crucial in doing that. Let’s scupper BoJo’s
ambitions to be a London MP by reminding
everyone he’s a hypocrite and a liar. 

Our unions’ political campaigning should be
driven from the grassroots. We need more
democratic control; our unions should ask us
what we want them to do and report back to
us. 

5. Work together at grassroots level
In our workplaces, RMT, TSSA, and ASLEF
members need to organise with each other.
RMT showed solidarity with ASLEF drivers on
the Central Line in their recent strike; that
support should be built on and returned. 

We can organise across unions to encourage
our unions to strike together. 

A fight is always more effective with the
rank and file (ordinary union members) in the
driving seat: more united; making better-
informed decisions; more democratic; using
tactics that hit management hardest because
we know where we can hurt them. 
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MORE ACTION NEEDED IN FIGHT TO STOP CUTS

FIT FOR THE FIGHTBACK
Why we need more
action now
• It’s important
LU/TfL have been told to save £4.2 billion
by cutting jobs, pay, and conditions from
every grade over coming years. 

Strikes against station cuts are an obstacle
to delay/defeat LU’s plan for all of us. 

Ticket sellers, control room assistants,
and station supervisors face £6k-£8k pay
cuts, and 953 posts are due for deletion. 

We know LU stations can’t operate safely
with nearly 1,000 fewer frontline staff. A lot
is at stake. 

• It’s urgent
From September, station supervisors have
to apply for our own jobs. At workshops,
we’ll be ranked, re-graded, and could have
our wages slashed as a result. 

Our strikes in February put previous such
schemes on hold. 

Naming a program of action now can
derail this selection process before we’re
forced to go through it. 

• It’s necessary
Since April, unions have tried talking. Reps
have sat through weeks of meetings for the
“station by station review”, but when LU
published the review’s “results”, all the
unions’ points had been omitted! 

LU has gone back on every promise it
made to us when we suspended strikes in
April. 

• It works!
Strikes in February and April put LU

under pressure to offer to “guarantee” our
pay. When we stopped striking, LU
dropped its guarantees. We’ve proven that
our industrial action is powerful enough to
get LU to safeguard our pay – we just need
to keep pressure up to make sure LU
delivers on its guarantees. 

Station staff have a clear choice: lose a
few hundred pounds now or several
thousand for the rest of our careers. 

EAMONN LYNCH FOR
RMT EXECUTIVE!

Nominations for the London Transport
Region representative on the RMT
Executive begin in September,
following the sad death of former EC
member Brian Munro.

Tubeworker is backing Eamonn Lynch.
Eamonn says: “I believe I have the
convinction, vision, passion, and
inspiration to lead us in our fight not only
to preserve our terms and conditions but
improve them for all our members. I will
ensure our members’ voices are listened
to and acted on. I promise to keep the
RMT as an effective, democratic, fighting,
winning union. Solidarity wins!”

Nominate Eamonn Lynch at your
RMT branch, and vote for him in the
election!

STOP PRESS: BUILD THE BAN!
As Tubeworker went to press, RMT
announced an overtime ban, effective from
3 September. TSSA may also serve notice
of a ban. 

Station Supervisor members are
instructed not to attend “development”
courses. The union instructs members to
“prepare to strike in the near future.”

Unfilled vacancies mean that without
overtime, stations will close.  Several stations
closed at times over Bank Holiday weekend
due to staff shortage, before the ban was
even in place.

Uphold the ban, prepre for strikes!

A view from the frontline:

“SAMFS, SCRAs, and SS are feeling angry
due to frustration and uncertainty we feel
about futures. Sometimes it’s felt like the

unions haven’t been doing enough. We
need to turn this around.”

Have your say: email tubeworker@workersliberty.org



WHAT’S LU AFRAID OF?
It’s the anniversary of the Holland Park
incident, where customers were trapped in a
smoking train at the 2013 Notting Hill
Carnival. What has LU learnt since?

Not much. The RAIB report found LU at
fault for delaying its investigation until the
data from the train was lost. If only LU had
heeded unions’ requests for an investigation
straight away!

LU is still shirking investigations. It recently
refused to investigate a broken current rail at
White City.

What’s LU afraid of? It’s as if it’s terrified of
copping the blame for an incident. But
investigations make recommendations to
prevent recurrences. They’re not about blame.

LU might think that frustrating
investigations saves managers’ skins in the
short term, but by standing in the way of
safety, LU will store up problems for the
future.

SPEED-UP CENTRAL
Do management have an unwritten rule that
once a decade has passed, the lessons of a
serious accident can be quietly dropped?

Maybe so. After all, they seem to think that
the 92 Stock trains on the Central Line can run
at 100kph, despite the 85kph limit imposed
after the Chancery Lane derailment in 2003.

That disaster was caused by a motor falling
off the train, after inadequate bolts were fitted
by agencies using dodgy equipment. But it was
also found that even with better bolts fitted
properly, they were still vulnerable to damage
from resonance above 85kph.

What does safety matter when money can
be made or saved by making the trains run
faster?

OBSTRUCTION
LU trialled front-facing cameras on Vic Line
trains, to detect obstructions on the track, and
eliminate the need for a driver on the front.
But Vic Line drivers were having none of it.

They refused to allow this equipment in the
cab, knowing it will bring driverless trains
closer. It’s been good to see RMT and ASLEF
members collaborting at local level.

Both unions need to maintain a firm stand.
Technology should enhance, not replace, our
jobs. In the hands of workers, it would be used
to make us all safer. But LU isn’t interested in
safety; it’s invested in this technology for the
pure purpose of removing jobs. 

Unions need to fiercely oppose moves
towards driverless trains. And they need to
tell us when moves like this on the Vic Line
are going on! 

THE ORWELL LINE?!
The bumph for Station Supervisors about the
proposed new CSM role includes a tabletop
exercise set on a fictional line... the Orwell
Line.

How deliciously appropriate. A tribute to
the 1984-like qualities of Fit for the Future -
Stations, perhaps?

After all, it claims to make staff more visible
while making us less visible, to improve
customer service while cutting it back, and to
give us new opportunities by getting rid of our
current jobs!

Orwell’s Ministry of Truth couldn’t have
put it better.

STICK TO SIX!
Stations-side management structures seem to
have been backed up when it comes to
signing new starters off probation.

It may well be the case that DSMs and GSMs
have had increased workloads as a result of
“Fit for the Future”, which will, after all, affect
their grades too. But new CSAs shouldn’t be
punished by effectively having their probation
informally extended, through no fault of their
own.

A six-month probation period is stipulated
in the contract. It should only be extended due
to serious performance or disciplinary issues,
which should be clearly explained. Informal
extensions, because management is too busy
dealing with other things, are not on.

Of course, the company could scrap “Fit for
the Future”, an unnecessary and regressive
tranche of changes that neither staff nor
passengers need, and save themselves - and
us - a lot of bother!

WOT NO LIFTS?!
The brand new lifts at Edgware Road
Bakerloo have failed a couple of times of late,
leading to station closures. 

The Edgware Road lifts were installed by,
and continue to be maintained by, KONE (a
Finnish company). KONE are a big player in
the train station elevator world; they’ve got the
contract to provide the lifts for Crossrail
stations, and proudly proclaim their “long-
standing relationship with London
Underground.” They’ve been involved in
elevator upgrades and refurbs across the Tube.

But London Underground has an in-house
Lifts & Escalators department. Sure, it doesn’t
manufacture new lifts itself, and would have to
work with external companies to get parts, but
wouldn’t it be better from the point of view of
both cost and general efficiency to keep as
much of the work in-house as possible? 

Is this another case of outsourcing and
contracting leading to stress for LU staff and
passengers?
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CENTRAL LINE DRIVERS’
STRIKE
ASLEF union members on the Central Line
struck on 22 August, bringing the entire
line to a virtual standstill, with no service
at all on the Waterloo and City Line.

The dispute centres around a bullying
management disregarding negotiated
agreements; the harsh treatment and
disciplining of drivers with otherwise
exemplary records; management
steamrollering through a new timetable with
little consultation with unions; more night
turns, trains running at 100kph, and pushing
ahead with plans to introduce all-night
running with no consultation as yet with
trade unions.

Management clearly reckoned that RMT
member drivers would cross ASLEF picket
lines in the same way as so many ASLEF
drivers did in recent RMT disputes.
However, RMT reps saw things differently.
Although at the beginning of the week some
RMT driver members were still peeved by
the behaviour of ASLEF undermining RMT
strikes, by strike day they had been
persuaded that division between unions
only benefits management, and in the end
only two drivers in total booked on for duty
at Loughton Train Crew Depot.

RMT reps visited the ASLEF picket lines.
The timing of one visit was perfect, as the
RMT rep reached the picket as the Loughton
Trains Operations Manager was talking with
the ASLEF reps. The manager seemed quite
confused by the rep’s presence and it was
clear he could not understand this act of
solidarity. When the manager left, it was a
good opportunity for RMT and ASLEF reps
to talk about working more closely together
in the future against management’s bullying
and attacks.

ASLEF plan to hold a further strike in
September if talks do not resolve the issues
on the Central Line in the meantime.

ISS CLEANERS’ LOCK-OUT
Cleaner activists on the ISS contract remain
locked-out from work for refusing to use
biometric fingerprinting machines to book
on for work.

The lock out has gone on for nearly two
months. The cleaners are struggling to make
ends meet. Some are facing homelessness. A
strike ballot is being launched on 3
September. The union should pay these
workers strike pay, and travel expenses
while they campaign for a yes vote in the
ballot. 

A union’s funds should be used to
enable workers to take the action necessary
to win. That’s the point of a union.

SODEXO WORKERS FIGHT
UNION BUSTING
Sodexo canteen workers struck on 11
August to demand reinstatement for their
sacked RMT rep, Petrit Mihaj.
An Employment Tribunal has completely
vindicated Petrit and found that his sacking
was due to his union activities, but Sodexo
has refused to reinstate him.
The company is trying to bust the union. We
need to stop them!
Activists held a demonstration outside
Sodexo HQ on Monday 18 August, and
plan more.

DISPUTES ROUND-UP


